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siberian mouse hd masha_close(struct usb_composite_dev *cdev) {

struct usb_storage *s = cdev->storage; if
(usb_stor_dev_unregister(s)) USB_STOR_DEBUG(s, "Failed to

unregister device "); usb_put_function(cdev->function);
cdev->function = NULL; return 0; }

EXPORT_SYMBOL_GPL(usb_function_init);
EXPORT_SYMBOL_GPL(usb_function_deinit); Q: Is there a difference
between "new" and "new" in Javascript? I started learning JavaScript
a little bit ago and I'm trying to understand what this new keyword
does. For instance, why var x = new function() {}; is not the same

as var x = function() {}; I've searched the web and the Mozilla
Developer Network for an explanation but I can't find anything. A:
There is no difference because both are new objects. From Mozilla
Doc: The keyword new creates a new JavaScript object, if there is a

type argument. Otherwise, it calls a constructor with no explicit
argument. In your first case, you are explicitly calling a constructor.

In the second, there is no constructor defined so it is implicitly
called. A: new is a function, but it has a special meaning when used

inside an object definition: it constructs an object using a constructor
function. For example, let's consider the following function: function
Rectangle(width, height) { this.width = width; this.height = height;

this.area = width * height; } This function is a constructor function. It
can be called like a function, but it also has properties and methods
associated with the object it creates. For example: var rectangle =
new Rectangle(100, 200); Now that we have an object, we can look

at its properties: alert(rectangle.width); // 100
alert(rectangle.height); // 200 alert(rectangle. 6d1f23a050
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